Please subscribe to the class mailing list as explained on the course web page. The information below is just for me (filling it will not subscribe you to the mailing lists). Please give it to me within the first week of the course, or slip it under my door.

Name.

E-mail.

**Status (circle one).** Undergraduate Masters PhD

Major.

Likelihood you will remain in this course.

**Background (circle all that apply).** If you wish, indicate the extent of the background.

- Basic Probability (conditional probability, expectation, etc.)
- Algorithms (counting running time, polynomial time algorithms, etc.)
- Complexity (non-determinism, classes P, NP, RP, BPP, etc.)
- Number Theory (modular arithmetic, factorization, discrete logarithms, etc.)
- Basic Cryptography (Encryption, Signatures, PRFs, etc.)

**Comments/questions/suggestions?** (e.g. your expectations from the course, etc.)

You can use the other side.